In a previous paper (Smith, 1999) , I updated the bibliography of published writings of Alfred Russel Wallace (1823 Wallace ( -1913 that appeared in Alfred Russel Wallace: an anthology of his shorter writings (Smith, 1991: 473-536) . My original bibliography (Smith, 1991) listed nearly 300 items that had not previously appeared in any biographical source, while the update (Smith, 1999) described an additional 18 items I had come across in the interim. Since 1999 a further 21 items have come to my attention, and these are the focus of the present note.
This continuing attention to Wallace bibliography is merited by two considerations. First, though Wallace is known to have written on an enormous range of subjects, on many of these his actual recorded thoughts are short and/or few in number. This has given rise to a number of signifi cant misconceptions as to what he actually had in mind on some matters. In a number of instances, illumination has come from obscure sources. As one example, we know Wallace wrote three pamphlets expressing his opposition to mandatory smallpox vaccination; these pamphlets dwell on statistics but convey a rather lawyerly approach to argumentation that gives one the impression that he opposed vaccination outright -specifi cally, that he simply felt it had always been an ineffective approach to the problem. In 1895, however, he printed a short "correction" letter (Wallace, 1895) that straightforwardly indicates otherwise: his real agenda involved his reasoned conclusion that vaccination administration of the period was such an imperfect science that by the late nineteenth century it was probably killing off as many or more people as the disease itself (which by then had become much less prevalent), and therefore that it was an injustice to keep the procedure mandatory. Similarly, it is usually thought that Wallace believed life could exist nowhere in the Universe but on Earth; however, in a late interview he clearly indicates that his arguments in this direction were meant only to address lower (i.e., non-self-conscious) life-forms (Dawson, 1903) .
Second, interest in Wallace is decidedly on the upswing. Since 1996 there have been more -in most cases several times more -subject entries added to the OCLC database WorldCat (the combined bibliographic record of the holdings of some 50,000 libraries worldwide, though emphasizing US institutions) under Wallace's name than any other important nineteenth century naturalist, save Alexander von Humboldt and, of course, Darwin. This includes Huxley, Spencer, Haeckel, Lamarck, Agassiz, Gray, J. D. Hooker, Weismann, Lyell, Hutton, Owen, Cope, and even Mendel. And, as of this writing, three other monographic works fully on Wallace are scheduled for publication within the year, with several others known to be in preparation. The list of recent books entirely or in good measure about Wallace includes Quammen (1996) , Hughes (1997) , Lightman (1997) , Van Oosterzee (1997) , Severin (1998), 2 A. R. WALLACE: ADDITIONS TO BIBLIOGRAPHY Daws and Fujita (1999) , Knapp (1999) , Wilson (2000) , Raby (2001) , Berry (2002) , Camerini (2002), and Shermer (2002) .
Considering the rate at which Wallace's writings continue to resurface, we may expect that the current tally will again require updating in several years. There are plenty of potential venues for additional rediscoveries; Wallace materials have already been found in over two hundred different serials, and the vast majority of these and like publications were neither indexed in their own time nor have yet been made available electronically in full-text. Doubtlessly, dozens of his letters to editors, signed and unsigned book reviews, and essays and other commentaries remain overlooked. 
